To secure the validity and applicability of stated preference measures in economic analysis, hypothetical preferences must mimic real life preferences. For instance, people have a propensity to prefer what they already have when presented with alternatives that, all things being equal, seem to be superior, i.e. a status quo effect. However, in the stated preference literature, the tendency to choose the alternative representing the status quo situation seems to exceed real life status quo effects. Accordingly, status quo bias can be a problem. In the Choice Experiment literature, status quo bias is found to be a function of protest attitudes concerning the payment of the hypothetical good. In a split sample framework we test an ex-ante entreaty aimed at reducing payment based protest attitudes. We find that the entreaty reduces status quo bias and improves the internal validity of stated preferences in our data based on Swedish ostomates' preferences for ostomy pouch quality changes.
Introduction
When applying Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) measures from stated preference surveys in health economic analysis, the necessity for a strong validity of the estimated gains for welfare improvements is highly important (Louviere and Lancsar, 2009; Vanleene et al., 2008) . Consequently, researchers and practitioners are faced with the challenge of framing stated preference surveys so that the hypothetical market for health mimics the potential real life choice situation had the health good in question been marketable. This would establish a realistic setup for the valuation questions, which is more familiar to people and thereby minimise the level of potential biases reported in the literature to have a significant influence on stated preferences.
One critical bias is status quo (SQ) bias (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988) . It is a cognitive bias, where the current endowment or policy acts as a reference point where changes away from it are associated with a loss. Consequently, when an individual is confronted with a choice, he/she puts undue weight on the alternative representing the current policy situation/existing bundle of goods/own good (SQ alternative), relative to alternatives representing changes from this SQ alternative. As illustrated in the case of organ donation, Johnson and Goldstein (2003) found evidence that the propensity to be an organ donor was nearly twice as high, when organ donation was the SQ alternative compared to when the SQ alternative was no organ donation. Similar examples are found in Probst et al. (2013) in relation to the ordering of laboratory test practices for paediatric patients and Chapman et al. (2010) in relation to influenza vaccination. In all the mentioned cases, the SQ alternative acts as a threshold, which the gain/benefit of a choice away from the SQ situation must exceed, in order for the individual to make that choice. As a result, a relatively larger share of choices of the SQ alternative is observed and the true value of a health change becomes difficult to identify. Taken at the extreme, SQ bias could make preferences elicited from stated preference surveys for future health policies as well as research and development of new health treatments irrelevant, if respondents in the stated preference survey are hesitant to make choices away from their current flow of health services, and therefore state a zero or even negatively biased value of a proposed positive change in the health service. Motivated by the relevance of understanding the motivation to state SQ biased preferences, Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) find that SQ choices can be related to peoples' objection to pay for changes in the good in focus. This is also known as protest attitudes against the attribute that represents variation in the cost/price of the alternative (cost attribute). This attribute captures the marginal value associated with a decrease in income, which will occur if an alternative is chosen. In the Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) Choice Experiment, the choice behaviour is less related to whether a gain can be made by choosing a non-SQ situation. Naturally, their applied stated preference survey is different compared to the above mentioned studies in the sense that those studies test the effect of varying the SQ alternative, whilst Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) keep the SQ alternative constant. However, the consequence of SQ bias on the estimated preference relations is the same. A SQ bias results in an underestimation of the welfare changes of a proposed policy change. Secondly, given that the SQ alternative is chosen too frequently, information regarding the relative values between different types of health services associated with a policy change is reduced. This reduces the effectiveness of stated preference surveys to elicit and identify preferences.
Our paper tests the effect of a small entreaty aimed at reducing protest attitudes towards the payment for improvements and thus potentially reducing potential SQ bias in a Choice Experiment eliciting Swedish ostomy patients' (henceforth called ostomates) preferences. We test the entreaty by comparing preferences between two treatment groups; treatment A (not receiving the entreaty) and treatment B (receiving the entreaty). The Choice Experiment approach presents the ostomates with a series of choice sets each consisting of a number of alternatives. In our case we present the respondents with a choice between two hypothetical ostomy pouch alternatives and a SQ alternative representing their current ostomy pouch system. The paper is structured as follows: In the next section the methodology and the survey related to testing our entreaty to reduce SQ bias is presented. This is followed by a theoretical presentation of SQ bias and mitigation thereof, the econometric models applied, results and a conclusion.
The choice experiment
The Choice Experiment method presents survey respondents with a hypothetical market for the good or service in focus and asks them to choose between two or more alternative compositions of the good or service in a series of choice sets. In accordance with Lancaster's attribute theory of value (Lancaster, 1966) , the alternatives define the good or service in terms of their key attributes, and different alternatives are described by varying the levels of the attributes. By examining the trade-offs between attributes and attribute levels that are implicitly revealed in the choices made by respondents, it is possible to derive an estimate of the utility associated with the different attributes. If one of the attributes is measured in monetary units (i.e. costs), it is possible to derive estimates of respondents' WTP for the other attributes from the marginal rate of substitution between the monetary attribute and the other attributes (Louviere et al., 2000) .
The survey used in the present study elicited preferences for changes in attributes of ostomy pouches among Swedish ostomates. Prior to the choice sets, the respondents were presented with a scenario description, which described different types of changes to an ostomy pouch. The scenario introduced improvements to the current ostomy pouch with regard to three different attributes of an ostomy pouch: The flexibility of the system as a whole, the number of small starting leakages under the base plate per month and the filter lifetime. An additional monthly expense 1 was used as the payment vehicle of the cost attribute. Attributes and their levels were chosen on the basis of stoma management appliance literature (e.g. Nugent et al., 1999; Silva et al., 2003) , numerous interviews with experts working within the medical devices field, a focus group, and a pilot survey. The focus group was used to ensure that the best attribute levels in the design should all be improvements over the current ostomy pouch for the majority of respondents. Similarly, the lowest levels of the cost attribute were kept small to ensure that the respondents could find the improvements in the hypothetical alternatives to be worth the additional costs. For more specifics on how the focus group and pilot survey were conducted as along with their findings, please refer to Bonnichsen (2011) . Also included in the scenario description given to respondents was a presentation of the attributes, reasons for the variations in the attribute levels, a standard Cheap Talk script focusing on the issue of hypothetical bias 2 and budget reminders prior to the choice session (Carlsson and Martinsson, 2001; List and Gallet, 2001; Ozdemir et al., 2009) . The attributes were presented to the respondents with the descriptions shown in Table 1 . Ostomates paid a maximum of 1,800 SEK per year for their pouches at the time the survey was conducted, and any payments beyond this amount are reimbursed. 2 A Cheap Talk script highlights to the respondent that there exists a tendency to overstate how much people are willing to pay in hypothetical surveys, and that the respondent should be sure, that he/she is willing and able to pay the cost associated with the chosen alternatives.
The experimental design defining the combination of the mentioned attribute levels into alternatives and choice sets was identified following Kuhfeld (2010) and using SAS to construct statistically efficient choice designs (Zwerina et al., 2010) . As a full factorial design comprised 162 (3×3×3×6) possible alternatives, a D-optimal fractional factorial design consisting of 18 experimentally generated alternatives was identified using the SAS macro '%mktruns'. These alternatives were then arranged into nine choice sets using the macro '%choiceeff' and assigned into two blocks using the '%mktblock' macro. The design was not utility balanced. Accordingly, it was not a criterion for the design that an alternative within each choice set would be equally attractive in terms of the total quality of the ostomy pouch and the additional expense. However, the arrangement of alternatives in each choice set ensured that the attribute levels had a minimum overlap (minimised the risk of for example both alternatives in the choice set having an additional expense of 500 SEK) and that each attribute level occurred an equal number of times across all alternatives (level balance). Though a more efficient design could have been obtained, the present design should make it easier for respondents to choose (compared to a utility balanced design). We perceive this as a benefit in the study design, as the choice of the SQ alternative is thereby not confounded with respondents' cognitive difficulties related to the choice among alternatives that could otherwise occur in a utility balanced design where alternatives have a more equal utility.The alternatives were then arranged into 9 choice sets and assigned into two blocks, with the respondents in the two treatment groups randomly allocated into the blocks consisting of five and four choice sets per block. It was thereby ensured that the respondents in the two treatments had an equal probability to make choices from either block of choice sets. Figure 1 shows an example of a choice set used in the questionnaire. A choice set consisted of three alternatives: The SQ alternative with no additional monthly expense and two policy generated improvement alternatives, which represent variations in the present pouch with regards to the three quality attributes and an associated additional monthly expense. Following Banzhaf et al. (2001) , the SQ alternative included in the choice sets was defined by the current system of the individual. The attribute levels of filter lifetime and number of leakages were filled in by the respondent prior to the choice sets and this information was then used to define the SQ in estimation. In relation to testing the effect of the entreaty it should be made clear that the questionnaires for both treatments were kept identical, with the exception that respondents in treatment B were given the entreaty, while respondents in treatment A were not. As it will be presented in the next section, the focus of the present paper is the potential excess choices of the SQ alternative, i.e. SQ bias.
Status quo bias and mitigation thereof
When asking a group of respondents to state their preferences for a change in for example improvements in health services, SQ bias increases the number of choices that reflect a preference for keeping the existing health service level, vis-à-vis reducing the number of choices for changes in the health service. Theoretically, SQ bias emerges if a positive utility related to the SQ alternative acts as a larger threshold, which the non-SQ alternative(s) must exceed before they are chosen, compared to that threshold on a real market. SQ bias is thus fundamentally different from an SQ effect, which represents the rational and objective positive utility of the SQ alternative that can be related to loss aversion or uncertainty regarding the change from the SQ to a non-SQ alternative 3 . As suggested by Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) , Kahneman et al. (1991) and Boxhall et al. (2009) , SQ bias is related to different elements in the hypothetical market used to elicit preferences for the good in question, such as mistrust in the providing organisation, protest votes against the survey as well as the number of attributes and attribute level differences. Kataria et al. (2012) find that that their respondents perceiving the quality of the SQ alternative as being better and interestingly also worse than the non-SQ alternatives, choose the SQ alternative more frequently, compared to the respondents who find the described quality credible. In the case of perceiving the SQ alternative as worse, one may expect respondents to make fewer SQ choices. Accordingly, their results suggest that disbelief in the description of the SQ alternative can make respondents react by choosing the SQ alternative more often. Finally, Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) find evidence that the number of SQ choices are positively influenced by the degree that people object to paying in a stated preference survey (i.e. a protest attitude towards the cost attribute).
In the remaining part of the paper, we focus on the payment based protest attitude and the impact on SQ choices. This focus is motivated by the cost attribute essentially being the link between relative preferences for different attributes and the assessment of the value of attributes in the traditional price-demand space. Without a cost attribute, it is in principle impossible to deduce the economic values. As mentioned, the findings of Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) indicate that the propensity to choose the SQ alternative increases significantly when the respondent has a stronger protest attitude towards the payment of the hypothetical change in the good. This suggests a potential solution to reduce SQ bias induced by protest attitudes towards the payment. If the level of protest attitude can be reduced, we would expect the propensity to choose the SQ alternative also to be reduced.
Following Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) , they estimate an individual payment based protest attitude, p n . This is done by summing over the individual n's stated attitude (p nk ) towards k questions that the respondents answer in order to measure the level of protest attitude, so that = . The authors refer to this as the cumulative payment based protest attitude. Accordingly, the propensity to state a SQ biased preference is an increasing function of p n :
Therefore, the higher the level of payment based protest attitude, the higher the level of SQ bias. In their paper, this relation between p n and SQ bias is estimated by interacting the cumulative payment based protest attitude with the alternative specific constant (ASC) for the SQ alternative. The ASC for the SQ alternative is a dummy variable that controls for the utility associated with the SQ alternative relative to the hypothetical alternatives in Choice Experiments. Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) find that the numerical size of the estimated coefficient for the ASC is positively related to the level of protesters, which suggests a SQ bias relation. This denotes that:
Reductions in the protest attitude towards the cost/payment attribute in Choice Experiments should thus have a positive influence on the level of SQ bias. Accordingly, in order to reduce the payment based protest attitude, it is necessary to define the presentation of the hypothetical market (scenario description) in a way that makes the respondents accept the cost attribute. A well-defined and thoroughly developed scenario description, which gives a fair and trustworthy presentation of the cost attribute and choice of payment vehicle, is expected to mitigate a payment based protest attitude. However, inspired by Cheap Talk scripts/entreaties used to reduce hypothetical bias in stated preference surveys (Cummings and Taylor, 1999) , it might be necessary to extend the wording in the scenario description and specifically address potential protest issues related to the cost attribute in order to obtain a higher mitigation of the payment based protest attitudes and the associated SQ bias.
We therefore conducted an experiment to test the effect of an ex-ante entreaty aimed at reducing cost/payment related protest attitudes and reduce potential SQ bias in a Choice Experiment survey used to elicit preferences for ostomy pouch attributes. The advantage of using an entreaty is the possibility to focus the attention of the respondents onto the choice task before they state their preferences. However, as highlighted in the vast Cheap Talk literature, the effect of an entreaty is contingent on the respondents actually reading, understanding and remembering the wording in the entreaty. In this perspective, Cheap Talk has not been the remedy of hypothetical bias, despite the promising findings in Cummings and Taylor (1999) . As stressed in the Cheap Talk literature, an entreaty might only influence preferences of specific subgroups (Aadland and Caplan, 2003; Caplan, 2006, Ami et al., 2011; List, 2001; Lusk, 2003) , such as female respondents (Barrage and Lee, 2010; Ladenburg et al., 2011; Mahieu, 2010) . In addition, the wording of the entreaty might be too powerful (Morrison and Brown, 2009 ), too weak (Ami et al., 2001; Nayga et al., 2006; Blumenschein et al., 2008) or even have the opposite effect on preferences than intended (Aadland and Caplan, 2006; Carlsson et al., 2011) . When using an entreaty in Choice Experiments, where the respondents state their preferences through a series of choice tasks, Ladenburg and Olsen (2014) and Ladenburg (2014) also stress that the respondents might forget the information included in the entreaty when they make their choices.
The tested entreaty in the present paper directly focuses the attention of the respondent towards the payment of the good by stressing that payment is included to increase the realism of their choice and for them to convey how much they perceive an improvement is worth, but also that they should consider the hypothetical payment as being real. Referring to the Cheap Talk literature, we acknowledge that applying a designed entreaty to mitigate, in our case, protest behaviour related to the cost attribute is a delicate balance between on one hand making the respondent less offensive towards the cost attribute, and on the other hand not decreasing the incentive compatibility of their stated preferences. For example, Morrison and Brown (2009) find that Cheap Talk overcalibrates WTP and pushes the demand curve too far inwards relative to the real demand curve. A perhaps even better illustration is Bosworth and Taylor (2012) who find that Cheap Talk overcalibrates preferences on the intensive margin of choice (WTP for changes in the attributes), but undercalibrates preferences on the extensive margin of choice (the choice of purchase of a good). In this light, it is fair to raise the concern that the effect of the entreaty should not be too strong, so that the respondents become insensitive to changes in the cost attribute and may disregard it as well as the SQ alternative. However, besides softening up the perception of the cost attribute, the wording of our entreaty should also make the respondent take the cost attribute into account. We therefore do not expect this to be a problem in our data, as also supported by our results in section 6. Here we show that the respondents who were presented with the entreaty have stated significantly negative preferences for an increase in the price vector, and have also stated positive and significant preferences for the SQ alternative, as well as having generally lower levels of WTP compared to the respondents who were not given the entreaty. Furthermore, the entreaty should not be too dominant relative to the part of the scenario description presenting the setup of the Choice Experiment and the attributes of the pouches. The entreaty was therefore kept short compared to for example the original Cheap Talk in Cummings and Taylor (1999) . Accordingly, we can expect that the entreaty actually has been read by the respondents and thus potentially affects all respondents. The applied entreaty is presented below.
"The hypothetical expense presented to you in the next questions is not an expense that you yourself will be responsible for paying, but it has been included merely to increase the realism of your choices and for you to convey how much you believe an improvement is worth. While this hypothetical expense will have no effect on the reimbursements received in Sweden and will not result in any extra cost for ostomates, we kindly ask you to carefully consider the hypothetical expense, as if you were to pay it when making your choices."
The wording of the entreaty thus directly addresses the key aspects of the type of protest attitudes identified in Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) . As such, it is expected that the entreaty reduces protest behaviour, such that:
Relating this to (1) means that:
Accordingly with the inclusion of the entreaty, we expect that the numerical size of the ASC-SQ (in our case representing the utility of the ostomates' own ostomy pouch) and thereby SQ bias can be reduced, such that:
Again, it is also important to see this framework in the light of the definition of the non-SQ ostomy pouches and the description of the hypothetical market where the respondents were explicitly told that, with the exception of the attributes in focus, the non-SQ pouches were identical to the respondents' present pouches. In principle, the respondents thus only make trade-offs with regards to the attributes and potential SQ effects are cancelled-out as it enters the utility function for all three alternatives.
Data
The effect of the entreaty on potential SQ bias is tested in a Choice Experiment used to elicit preferences for changes in ostomy pouches among a sample of Swedish ostomates. We acknowledge that this is a group of respondents receiving a specific type of healthcare and that this could reduce the generalizability of the results. However, in a positive perspective, the high level of familiarity that the respondents have with the good being valued should have a positive influence on the validity of the stated preferences, all things being equal (List, 2003; List, 2004; Ladenburg, 2013) . Collection of data was carried out through a mailed survey consisting of 1,200 questionnaires. 600 respondents did not receive the entreaty (treatment A) whilst 600 respondents did (treatment B). Respondents were randomly sampled from a nationwide group of approximately 20,000 Swedish ostomates. Of the 1,200 questionnaires mailed to the respondents, 610 respondents returned the questionnaire. Of these, 145 respondents had an ostomy pouch without a filter 4 , which reduced the initial sample to 465 respondents. Of these, 211 respondents had stated protest preferences, reducing the effective sample to 254 usable responses 5 . The distribution of effective responses between the two treatment groups was found to be similar, in that treatment A contained 116 responses and treatment B contained 138 responses. An analysis of a range of demographic background characteristics of the initial and effective samples is shown in Table 2 . 4 It should be noted that the study among other attributes focuses on the quality of the filter in an ostomy pouch. Accordingly, the survey was only relevant for ostomates that have an ostomy pouch with a filter. Unfortunately, we did not have prior information on whether or not the respondents had an ostomy pouch with a filter when the survey was carried out. The initial sample therefore includes respondents who have pouches without a filter. These respondents were not the target for the survey and were removed from the final sample. 5 With regard to the distribution of protest preferences across treatment groups, it is shown in Bonnichsen and Ladenburg (2009) , that respondents in treatment A have a significantly higher share of respondents with protest preferences compared to the respondents in treatment B. . With regard to the effective sample, women account for 40 percent of the total in treatment A whereas this share is 51 percent in treatment B 7 .
5 Econometric specifications
5.1
Poisson model for count data Since we do not have revealed preference data information on the number of SQ choices and are therefore not able to directly observe SQ bias, we estimate a count data (Poisson) model with the number of SQ choices as the dependent variable in order to shed light on the level of potential SQ bias and to test the effect of the entreaty thereupon. The model uses respondent characteristics and the respondents' stated attribute levels for their own ostomy pouch as explanatory variables. Placing the SQ choice within the traditional framework for utility maximising behaviour, we expect the quality of respondents' own ostomy pouches to influence the choice of the SQ alternative significantly. Specifically, we expect that the higher quality a respondent's own pouch has in terms of longer filter lifetime and fewer leakages, the more frequently that respondent will choose the SQ alternative in a choice set. On the other hand, if the respondent's own pouch has a low quality in terms of short filter lifetime and many leakages, then we can expect the respondent to choose the SQ alternative less frequently and instead opt for one of the non-SQ alternatives. However, if choices are governed by SQ bias, we will expect a higher number of SQ choices and the abovementioned quality and SQ choice relations to be affected by SQ bias and consequently be less clear or potentially not present at all. The first approach to estimate the effect of the entreaty is therefore to empirically investigate which respondent characteristics and ostomy pouch attributes have an effect on the number of SQ choices.
The Poisson model is estimated using robust standard errors, which accounts for the under-dispersion of variance relative to the mean 8 . For details of the general model specification, refer to Greene (2008) and Verbeek (2008) . In our Poisson models, the quality of the existing pouch attributes is represented by three dummy variables representing the number of leakages and two dummy variables representing filter lifetime. Starting with the former, Leaks10+, Leaks4_9 and Leaks2_3 represent the respondents who have stated that the number of monthly leakages of their own current pouch is 10 leakages or more, 4-9 leakages or 2-3 leakages, respectively. The reference category is fewer than two leakages per month. Filt0_3 and Filt4_12 represent the respondents having 6 To test if the entreaty had an effect on the distributions of the various demographic background characteristics of the initial and effective samples (i.e. sampling bias), an analysis of whether the characteristics differ significantly between the initial and effective samples was also carried out. These χ 2 -tests revealed that there were no significant differences between the characteristics of the initial and effective samples in both treatments. This would indicate that apart from the lower frequency of female respondents in treatment A, there seems to be little selection into the two treatments from the initial to the effective sample. Results are available from the authors upon request. 7 Due to the different distributions of gender in the two treatments, analyses were also carried out on a gender specific level. This approach was taken in order to ascertain whether potential differences with regard to the preferences of the respondents in the two treatments are caused merely by an overall impact of the entreaty or if there is a gender specific effect. The results of these analyses did not change the overall conclusions of the paper. Results are available from the authors upon request. 8 We have also estimated a hurdle model, but with the exception of only a few variables, the differences in the parameters in the hurdle (logit) and count (Poisson) models were small and did not change the conclusions of the analysis. a pouch with a filter lifetime of three hours or less and one with 4-12 hours, respectively. The reference category here is a filter lifetime of more than 12 hours. Gender enters the model as a dummy variable controlling for whether the respondent is female or not, while the age and annual household income level of the respondent enter the model as continuous linear variables. The final socio-economic variables in the model are the dummy variables indicating whether the respondents have finished their education at primary school level (Edu_school) or have higher education (Edu_higher). The model also contains variables controlling for missing observations for socio-demographic variables or the stated quality of the respondents' own pouches 9 .
Preference model
The Poisson models for SQ choices do not reveal the individual trade-offs between the attribute levels of the respondent's own current pouch and the two non-SQ pouches. To shed light on the SQ bias problem in the frame of these preference relations, we analyse preferences using the Random Parameter Error Component Logit model and compare the preferences between the two treatments. The model relies on the random utility model (McFadden, 1974) , which states that the true but ultimately unobservable utility U of individual n is broken down into two components, an observable systematic component V and the unobservable random component, the error term ε. Individual n's true utility for the ith alternative can be written:
Where the observable component V ni is a function of the attributes of the alternatives x ni , characteristics of the individuals S n and a set of unknown preference parameters β. The observable component V ni is assumed to be a linear function:
In (6) β denotes a vector of preference parameters associated with attribute m, x mi a vector of attributes of alternative i and ASC denotes an alternative specific constant (ASC). In this paper, the ASC represents the respondents own pouch system, i.e. ASC-SQ. The ASC-SQ thus expresses the utility associated with the SQ alternative (the respondents own ostomy pouch) relative to the two non-SQ alternatives. This utility is attributed to the SQ alternative in itself and cannot be explained by other explanatory variables in the model 10 . The SQ is defined by the current system of the individual instead of using a zero coded or effects coded SQ. This approach eliminates the need for effects coding the attributes to be able to interpret the ASC. Accordingly, the estimated ASC-SQ parameter captures the utility of the SQ alternative while controlling for the quality attributes of the respondent's 9 Socio_miss is a joint variable that controls for respondents having a missing observation for at least one of the tested socio-demographic variables. Variables that control for missing observations for the specific socio-demographic variables have also been tested, but due to low numbers and correlation issues, a joint variable was deemed to be most suitable. Having a joint control variable for missing information does not influence the results of the variables related to the satisfaction and quality of the respondents' present ostomy pouch. Current_Filt_miss controls for respondents, who have not stated a filter lifetime for their ostomy pouch. All respondents have stated a frequency of leakages from their pouch. 10 According to Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) the interpretation of the ASC parameter depends on whether one sees it mainly as a technical parameter (capturing the average effect of all relevant factors that are not included in the model) or associates the ASC parameter with a behavioural assumption. As suggested by Adamowicz et al. (1998) , we choose the latter approach and interpret the ASC-SQ as the utility of the SQ alternative.
own ostomy pouch, through the estimated ostomy pouch attributes. This should clean the ASC-SQ for any SQ effects so that only SQ bias is investigated.
The observable part of utility can be specified as the indirect utility function, using the attributes of the present study:
Where price is coded as linear and continuous and the other attributes are dummy-variable coded. By including a monetary attribute, it is possible to estimate WTP for the nonmonetary attributes. This is done by scaling the coefficient of interest with the coefficient representing the marginal utility of price and multiplying by −1 (Louviere et al., 2000) :
Where β x is the coefficient of the attribute of interest and β price is the price coefficient. The dependent variable in the preference model is the choice among the SQ alternative and the two non-SQ alternatives. Assuming a specific parametric distribution of the error term allows a probabilistic analysis of individual choice behaviour:
Where Prob ni is the probability that individual n's utility is maximised by choosing alternative i from choice set C. If the error terms are assumed to be independently and identically Gumbel distributed, then this results in a Conditional Logit specification for the probability of individual n choosing alternative i:
Where the scale parameter is normalised to 1, and omitted. The Conditional Logit model imposes several restrictive assumptions in that it does not allow for random taste variation, for unrestricted substitution patterns and for correlation in unobserved factors over time (Train, 2003) . The model also suffers from having to adhere to the restrictive Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives property. Due to these restrictions, the Conditional Logit model may be unsuitable for identifying a possible SQ bias and other models that avoid some of these restrictions should be considered. To extend the Conditional Logit model, an additional error component is incorporated into the model to capture any remaining SQ effects in the stochastic part of utility (Scarpa et al., 2005) . The additional error component has zero-mean and is a normally distributed random parameter assigned only to the two non-SQ alternatives. Following Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) , the utility function of the error component logit specification can be written as:
Where V ni is the systematic component of utility, E ni are the error components and ε ni is the same Gumbel distributed error term from the Conditional Logit model. By including the additional error components, the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives restriction is eliminated and any remaining systematic effect of the SQ is captured by the ASC-SQ (Scarpa et al., 2005) , as described previously.
Random parameter error component logit
To further extend the model, the Random Parameter Error Component Logit specification is applied. The specification allows for taste heterogeneity in preferences by specifying some or all attribute coefficients as random. The model allows for correlation in unobserved utility over alternatives and time (Train, 2003) . Here individual n's true utility for the ith alternative can be rewritten as:
Where β n denotes individual specific random parameters while β denotes the fixed parameters and the characteristics of the individuals are left out for simplicity. The model is specified with the ASC-SQ and the price coefficient being fixed and all other coefficients being normally distributed. Assuming that the error term is still Gumbel distributed, the probability of individual n choosing alternative i can be written:
Where | , is the normal density with mean b, covariance W and i is a sequence of alternatives, one for each choice occasion, = , … , , where T is the total number of choice occasions. In this way, the model allows for the panel structure of the Choice Experiment data by allowing for the utility coefficients to vary over individuals but remain constant over T choice occasions for each individual (Train, 2003) .
The test of the entreaty's effect on SQ bias and preferences is carried out by comparing the estimated levels of WTP and by carrying out a test of equality of preferences via a Likelihood Ratio test for nested models (Swait and Louviere, 1993) . Table 3 shows how the number of SQ choices is influenced by the quality of the respondents' own current ostomy pouches in terms of filter lifetime and the number of leakages.
Results and discussion

Poisson models
As the results suggest, the preferences of the treatment group not given the entreaty (treatment A) appear to be governed by SQ bias. In treatment A, the estimated parameters for the dummy variables coding for the number of leakages and filter lifetime are not significantly different from the reference category. The estimated parameters β Leaks10+ and β Leaks4_9 are negative and thus have the expected sign regarding the influence on the number of SQ choices. As it cannot be rejected that β Leaks2_3 = β Leaks4_9 = β Leaks10+ , this strongly indicates that the number of leakages of the respondents' own current pouch does not influence the number of SQ choices. Similarly, the two estimated parameters controlling for the filter lifetime both have the wrong sign (positive) and β Filt4_12 is even significant. This suggests that respondents in treatment A whose current pouch has a filter lifetime between 4-12 hours more frequently choose the SQ alternative compared to respondents whose present pouch has a filter lifetime that is longer. Therefore, despite the fact that a filter lifetime of 0-3 hours is substantially worse, compared to a filter lifetime of more than 12 hours (the reference category), the number of times the SQ alternative is chosen appears to be independent of these differences. Therefore, across the two types of quality attributes, we do not observe the expected relation between the decreasing quality of the existing pouch and the number of choices among non-SQ alternatives, suggesting that other motives have an influence on the SQ choices of the respondents in treatment group A.
Moving on to the model for the treatment group given the entreaty (treatment B), the results show a completely different picture. The choice frequency of the SQ alternative in this treatment group is significantly dependent on the quality of the respondent's current ostomy pouch both in terms of the number of leakages as well as filter lifetime. Respondents with an ostomy pouch that leaks more than three times per month choose the SQ alternative significantly less frequently (β Leaks10+ and β Leaks4_9 are negative). The marginal effect is 1.68 (β Leaks10+ ) and 1.14 (β Leaks4_9 ) fewer SQ choices compared to respondents with a pouch that leaks less than twice a month. The estimated parameters β Leaks4_9 and β Leaks10+ are not significantly different from each other. The parameter estimate of the third leakage dummy variable, β Leaks2_3 is positive and not significant. Both β Leaks4_9 and β Leaks10+ are significantly different from β Leaks2_3 on a 99 per cent level of confidence. Moving on to the estimated parameters for the two filter lifetime quality dummy variables, β Filt0_3 is significant and with the expected negative sign. In marginal terms, respondents with a present ostomy pouch that has a filter that only functions between zero and three hours choose the SQ alternative 1.27 fewer times than respondents whose pouch has a filter lifetime longer than twelve hours. β Filt4_12 is not significant but has the expected negative sign.
The results from the Poisson models strongly indicate that the respondents who did not receive the entreaty seem to have other and stronger motives for choosing the SQ alternative than the quality of their own current ostomy pouch. As argued, we suspect this to be a payment based protest attitude. On the other hand, the respondents who received the entreaty have chosen the SQ alternatives in accordance with the expected utility maximising behaviour (i.e. when they have higher quality attributes of their present pouch, they choose the SQ alternative more often and vice versa).
6.2
Preference models In this section, the effect of the entreaty on SQ bias is tested using the Random Parameter Error Component Logit model as shown in Table 4 . WTP is in SEK per month.
The results from Table 4 show that when controlling for the influence of the attributes in the alternatives on the choices, the WTP for the SQ via WTP ASC-SQ is considerably reduced by the entreaty. In treatment A, WTP ASC-SQ is 545, whilst it is 197 in treatment B. This difference is significant on a 95 per cent level, indicating that the entreaty has lowered the preferences for the SQ alternative. In other words, the introduction of the entreaty has reduced the utility threshold associated with the SQ alternative. This change in the WTP is not governed by a uniform increase in the WTP for other attributes in treatment B. On the contrary the WTPs generally appear to be relatively constant with the exception of the difference in WTP FLEX-S being the only significant WTP difference in the other attributes. Equality of preferences can also be formally tested by investigating the effects of the entreaty on overall preferences via a Likelihood Ratio test for nested models (Swait and Louviere, 1993) . The Likelihood Ratio test statistic in the last row of Table 4 , indicates that the respondents in the two treatments have, on a 95 per cent level of significance, stated identical preferences on an overall level.
Although models used in rational choice theory are diverse, all assume individuals choose the best action according to stable preference functions and constraints facing them. A standard assumption in economic theory is that more is preferred to less. Without any biases this relation is expected to also emerge in stated preferences for hypothetical goods. However, if the preferences are governed by an unwarranted (and strong) tendency to choose the SQ alternative, this might weaken the otherwise rational preference ordering. In the present application, a rational preference ordering should induce the respondents to have stronger preferences for no leakages per month compared to one leakage per month, a filter life time of 24 hours compared to 12 hours and a pouch system which has a large improvement in flexibility compared to a small improvement in flexibility. Looking at the estimated coefficients from the treatment group not given the entreaty (treatment A), it seems that the rational preference structure mentioned above is not generally present. More specifically, preferences for a filter with a lifetime of 24 hours or a pouch system with large flexibility are preferred less than a filter with a lifetime of 12 hours or a pouch system with small flexibility, respectively. Though these differences are not significant, they suggest that the respondents on average have not traded rationally between the SQ and the filter lifetime and flexibility attributes. Again, this suggests that other elements have entered their choice function, which we argue could be grounded in payment based protest attitudes. As elaborated upon on in the Poisson model results, the dominance of the SQ alternative seems be one of these elements, indicating SQ bias. Greene (2008) and Hanemann and Kanninen (1999) .
Interestingly, in the treatment group given the entreaty (treatment B), a filter with a lifetime of 24 hours or a pouch system with large flexibility is preferred more than a filter with a lifetime of 12 hours or a small flexibility, respectively. Accordingly, the entreaty seems to have influenced the rationality in the preference structure and thereby reduced the effect of the SQ bias on preference ordering.
The most important attribute level for the average respondent is a system with no leakages. With this in mind it is worth focusing on the WTP estimates for the no leakages attribute and the ASC-SQ. In treatment A the WTP ASC-SQ is 545 and is thus nearly identical to the WTP for the no leakage attribute. Stated differently, on an average level in treatment A, when confronted with the choice between a pouch that does not leak and their existing pouch, the average respondent will be indifferent. This is due to the strong preference for the SQ as shown by the magnitude of the ASC-SQ. Moving on to treatment B, the relative preferences between the SQ alternative and the other attributes are different. In treatment B the WTP estimates for no leakages is 80 per cent higher than WTP ASC-SQ . The difference between WTP ASC-SQ and all of the other attributes has also been considerably reduced, making the preferences for the SQ alternative less dominant relative to the improvement attributes.
Finally, it should be noted that the respondents in treatment B appear to generally have lower levels of WTP compared to the respondents in treatment A. Accordingly, wording used in the entreaty to soften up the perception of the payment attribute, combined with the reminder to "carefully consider the hypothetical expense, as if you were to pay it when making your choices", seems to have made the respondents more cost sensitive. As commented on by one reviewer, we could have suspected the opposite. The entreaty could have influenced the perception of the cost attribute and made the respondents pay less attention to the cost attribute and potentially even perceive it on an ordinal scale. However, this does not seem to be the case.
6.3
Reduction of status quo bias The aim of our analysis is to verify if the entreaty is able to reduce SQ bias in the stated preferences, which is suspected to be induced by payment based protest attitudes. Ideally revealed preference data should be available in order to compare the level of SQ choices in survey data (with and without the entreaty) with the corresponding level of SQ choices on the real market, thereby directly testing the effect on the entreaty on SQ bias 11 . Unfortunately, such ostomy pouch data is to the authors' knowledge not available. However, as our analysis of which covariates influence the number of SQ choices among the bundle of two hypothetical alternatives and the ostomates' own ostomy pouch (SQ alternative) suggests, there seems to be suitable grounds for believing that our stated preference data is influenced by SQ bias. The essence of our results from both the Poisson and preference models is that the entreaty seems to have an impact on the stated preferences on several levels. First of all, without the entreaty, the preference ordering is not satisfactory from a theoretical point of view. Secondly, without the entreaty, the Poisson and preference models show that the relative preferences for the SQ alternative compared to the attribute improvements is so strong, that the respondents are indifferent to having their present ostomy pouch and an improved pouch. The inclusion of the entreaty seems to remedy these issues simultaneously. Referring back to the relation between a payment based protest attitude and SQ bias, these results suggest that without the entreaty, some choices might be governed by payment based protest attitudes, which makes respondents tend to choose the SQ alternative without actually paying much attention to the attributes of the non-SQ ostomy pouch alternatives per se. It would appear that the entreaty might be able to reduce the level of payment based protest attitudes and induce the respondents to make more considered choices in this relation. When presented with the entreaty, the non-SQ alternatives are chosen more frequently and in the choice among the alternatives, the respondents choose an improvement of their ostomy pouch in a theoretically systematic manner. Jointly, these results strongly indicate that the stated preferences in treatment A to a higher extent are governed by SQ bias, which, as argued, is suspected to be grounded in payment based protest attitudes and that this protest attitude and SQ bias is reduced in treatment B via the entreaty.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to test if the threshold for choosing a hypothetical alternative that exists in stated preference surveys (i.e. a status quo bias), can be reduced by the use of a short and simple entreaty. The entreaty is presented to respondents prior to the actual choice situation and is designed to reduce payment based protest attitudes. Applying a health economic Choice Experiment case of Swedish ostomates' preferences for ostomy pouch quality changes and a two-split sample design, we firstly find that the entreaty leads to a more stable preference ordering that conforms to economic theory. Secondly, the respondents not presented with the entreaty have a dominant preference for the status quo (SQ) and their propensity to choose the SQ alternative seems to be independent of the quality of their own present ostomy pouch. In other words, respondents with a low quality pouch, where it can be expected that they choose a non-SQ alternative more often, still choose the SQ alternative just as frequently as those with a high quality present pouch. These preferences do not seem to conform to economic theory and the expected relation between respondents' own ostomy pouch quality and the number of choices of the SQ alternative. Taken together, this is all a strong indication of the presence of SQ bias, which is argued to be governed by payment based protest attitudes. Those respondents who were presented with the entreaty do not show these dominant preferences for the SQ alternative and we find the expected relation, in that the higher quality the respondents' own ostomy pouch has, the higher is the number of SQ alternative choices and vice versa. These results could lead one to expect that the respondents presented with the entreaty might exhibit exaggerated marginal preferences for the attributes of the hypothetical alternatives compared to the SQ (i.e. hypothetical bias), but this has not been observed. Instead, the marginal demand for the attributes appears to have been reduced. This suggests that that the use of the entreaty has in this case been an easy-to-implement and effective method to reduce SQ bias.
